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Abstract: What drives farmers’ decision-making? To inform effective, efficient, and legitimate governance of agricultural soils, it is important to understand the behaviour of those who manage the fields. This article contributes to the assessment and development of innovative soil governance instruments by outlining a comprehensive understanding of the determinants of farmers’ behaviour and decision-making. Our analysis synthesises empirical literature from different disciplines spanning the last four decades on various farm-level decision-making problems. Based on a conceptual framework that links objective characteristics of the farm and the farmer with behavioural characteristics, social-institutional environment, economic constraints, and decision characteristics, empirical findings from 87 European studies are presented and discussed. We point out that economic constraints and incentives are very important, but that other factors also have significant effects, in particular pro-environmental attitudes, goodness of fit, and past experience. Conversely, we find mixed results for demographic factors and symbolic capital. A number of potentially highly relevant yet understudied factors for soil governance are identified, including adoption of technologies, advisory services, bureaucratic load, risk aversion and social capital, social norms, and peer orientation. Our results emphasise the importance of a broad behavioural perspective to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and legitimacy of soil governance.
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1. Introduction

Despite seed banks, in vitro meat production, hydroponic farming, or vertical greening, soils continue to be the basic essential for human health and well-being. They are not only indispensable for the provision of food, feed, fuel, and fibre; soil functions are also critical for water storage and filtration, carbon sequestration and storage, support of infrastructure, etc. [1,2]. In fact, most terrestrial ecosystem services are dependent on functioning soils, which provide many—often not recognised—benefits to people. However, soils are globally threatened by multifaceted processes of degradation [3,4]. Policies are needed for the effective protection of soils and their efficient use. Yet, current governance regimes are deficient in terms of protecting soils and ensuring their sustainable management [5–7]. To improve this situation, society is in need of (i) a thorough understanding of the drivers of soil degradation [8] and the societal impacts of soil management [9] so as to be able to properly assess the relevant trade-offs; (ii) an equally encompassing understanding of the processes within the soil that give rise to soil functions and ecosystem services and how they are affected by soil management [10]; and (iii) innovative governance instruments building upon a comprehensive understanding of the determinants of relevant actors’ behaviour and decision-making.
Although optimal governance would be based on knowledge regarding all three factors, in the absence of information on (i) and (ii), a second-best approach to inform governance under incomplete information is necessary as farmers make day-to-day decisions. Here, we focus on disentangling the decision-making determinants. Of course, questions to challenges (i) and (ii) are sought in research projects around the world; available results can be combined with our analysis to inform soil policy.

Agriculture is one of the most prominent and direct interfaces between human activity and soils. We are all consumers of agricultural products and, thus, (highly dependent) beneficiaries of the use of soil as a resource. Agricultural soils are both a private good and a public good. The group that most directly interacts and influences soils—both in subsistence economies of the global South and in industrialised countries of the global North—is farmers. Therefore, it is inevitable to look at farmers and their land-use practices when the goal is to identify ways and means to make soil management more sustainable through proper soil governance instruments. In other words, the determinants of farmers’ behaviour and decision-making regarding soil management can be regarded as leverage points for soil governance, i.e., areas for easy interventions that can result in potential significant changes \[11,12\]; however, ‘there is no precise assessment on how the existing policies have affected, and will further impact, the pressure on agricultural soils in Europe. Such assessment would require knowledge on [ . . . ] how farmers’ soil management responds to policy measures, and [ . . . ] what impact these responses have on the state of soils in short and longer term’ \[13\] (p. 241, emphasis added). Our key question is therefore: Which factors do European farmers respond to in their decision-making? What influences their behaviour related to soil management?

There exist a large number of empirical studies into these questions and a small number of synthesising studies with a focus similar to our research question. For instance, in an influential and widely cited large-scale study, Wilson and Hart \[14\] tried to disentangle economic from non-economic factors that influence participation in agri-environmental schemes (AESs) in the European Union (E.U.). Siebert and colleagues \[15\] synthesised a large corpus of empirical literature (including grey literature) investigating European farmers’ participation in biodiversity policies, finding that financial incentives are important but not the only relevant factor that makes farmers participate. Lastra-Bravo et al. \[16\] conducted a meta-analysis of discrete choice experiment studies investigating drivers of farmers’ participation in E.U. AESs, identifying economic and demographic factors as important influences in this context. In the specific context of soil conservation, an important though older review study is by Prager and Posthumus \[17\]. They used a theoretical framework inspired by innovation adoption research to synthesise empirical insights with a specific focus on adoption of soil conservation. As such, our paper can be viewed as extending and updating the knowledge generated in their study. Riley \[18\] synthesised the literature on farmers’ participation in AESs mainly from a sociological and human geographic perspective, focusing on changes in farmers’ attitudes and cultures due to AES participation. Burton \[19\] focused on the causal explanations of links between demographic variables (age, experience, education, and gender) and farmers’ ‘environmental behaviour’. In a recent study, Liu and colleagues \[20\] synthesised post-2008 applied economic research on the factors influencing farmer adoption of best management practices (BMP), with a particular focus on water pollution. Their study is an update of earlier studies by Knowler and Bradshaw \[21\] and Prokopy et al. \[22\]. All three studies had either a global scope or a U.S. focus. Liu et al. note that ‘[t]he majority of case studies [they] reviewed were [conducted] in the U.S. and Australia’ (p. 3). Generally, it can be said that most existing literature reviews and syntheses had a narrow thematic and/or disciplinary focus, while usually having a broad geographical scope. In our study, the geographical scope is comparatively narrow, as we think that it is more sensible to keep the cultural and legal context relatively constant across analysed studies, particularly when the ultimate aim is to derive implications for soil governance in a specific cultural–political context. Conversely, our thematic and disciplinary foci are broad, which reflects the recognition that (i) soil management is influenced by many different decisions made by farmers, directly and indirectly; and (ii) the combination of different disciplinary perspectives can be very fruitful, as impressively shown by recent advances in
behavioural research [23] and requested in the recent agenda for strategic research on land use and soil management in Europe [24].

Thus, our analysis differs from those attempts mentioned above in two ways: first, it synthesises empirical literature of various farm-level decision-making problems analysed from the perspective of different disciplines (including economics, social psychology, sociology, and human geography) with a geographical focus on the European Union and spanning the last four decades, noting that there has been a strong increase in publication numbers in this area in the last decade or so. Second, we use these insights to identify leverage points that will support the formulation of effective and efficient governance instruments aiming at sustainable management of agricultural soils. However, even though the focus is on agricultural soil management, the results have wider applicability to agri-environmental and natural resource policies.

We start in the next section by presenting the conceptual framework that will guide our analysis of the literature. Subsequently, in Section 3, we briefly discuss data and methods used for the literature review of empirical studies of E.U. farmers’ behaviour. In Section 4, we present the results of the literature review, which are discussed in Section 5, where we point out particularly interesting results and put them into a broader perspective. In Section 6, we derive implications for governance of agricultural soils. Section 7 concludes.

2. Conceptual Framework

If we assumed that, agriculturally, used soils are merely a private good, thus focusing exclusively on their relevance for the production of food, feed, fibre, and fuel, and if we adopted the perspective of a hypothetical, naïve neoclassical economist, then there would be no need for explicit soil governance beyond the pure market mechanism. In such a simplified model, the rational farmer chooses an optimal soil management strategy so as to maximise the net present value of the stream of future income she derives from agricultural production. The factors relevant for decision-making are market prices of inputs and agricultural products. In this model, there are no soil-related externalities, information is either perfect or at least available at a calculable cost, and the future is deterministic. Of course, this model is too simple; however, it helps to identify the reasons why we need soil governance and why we need a more sophisticated model of farmers’ decision-making (A first step would be, in order to make the model more realistic, to include as constraints existing regulations and non-market incentives, such as the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the E.U. Most of them, however, are at best only loosely considering soils in an explicit manner [5]).

Farmers’ decision-making has frequently been viewed through the lens of a simplistic behavioural model inspired by rational choice theory [25,26]. However, while economic motives are highly relevant for farmers’ decision-making [14], a complex web of other factors also plays a role [26,27]. An overly narrow focus on economic factors involves the risk of ineffective or inefficient policies: governance instruments differ in terms of transaction costs, efficiency, and ‘intrusion’ into farmers’ (or consumers’) freedom of choice. Sometimes indirect, for example persuasive, approaches may be more effective (for instance influencing the image of a ‘good farmer’ [28]), but to apply those with efficacy, one needs a sound understanding of decision-making factors beyond purely economic considerations. Furthermore, an exclusive focus on economic motivation favours incentive-based policy instruments to influence behaviour; however, the necessary compensation payments (or, in economic terms, farmers’ minimum willingness to accept compensation) may well be influenced by non-economic obstacles (for instance cultural factors); efficiency of such policy schemes may be increased by including and targeting other factors rather than simply increasing payments. Thus, in an ideal analysis all relevant factors that likely influence on-farm decision-making need to be taken into account. A realisation of this ideal is neither realistic nor necessary. However, behavioural research shows that increasing the complexity of behavioural models underlying environmental policies can increase their effectiveness and efficiency [23]. Therefore, we want to contribute to systematic analysis of available information about farmers’ decision-making.
Figure 1 presents our conceptual framework for the analysis of the corpus of literature. It is assumed here that farmers’ decision-making is influenced by six general groups of factors:

- ‘objective’ characteristics of the farm, including farm size, local environmental conditions, and technological facilities;
- ‘objective’ characteristics of the farmer, i.e., mainly demographic factors, such as age, education, gender, and household size;
- behavioural characteristics of the farmer, i.e., her attitudes, awareness, knowledge, beliefs, and perceptions;
- social-institutional environment, i.e., the external factors related to legal and institutional frameworks the farmer is faced with as well as her peers;
- economic constraints, i.e., the immediate economic pressures, such as availability of credit, cost of measures, etc. faced by the farmer as well as financial incentives and compensation payments;
- decision characteristics, i.e., factors that are inherently related to the specific decision, including the ‘goodness of fit’ [29] of the decision with the overall activities of the farmer, including the fit with existing legal restrictions.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of farmers’ decision-making related to soil management.

The first three categories can be considered internal factors, which describe the decision-making farmer and do not vary across decisions; the latter three are external factors, which may vary across decisions, though to different extent (increasing in the order they are listed above) [30]. Of course, it is not always possible to clearly distinguish between those categories and there are overlaps. This part of the framework bears some superficial similarity with the basic conceptual framework of the Theory of Planned Behaviour [31]. However, it is kept more general and interpretationally flexible so as to do justice to the vast diversity of theoretical approaches underlying the studies included in our review, only some of which are based on the Theory of Planned Behaviour. Similar
frameworks in a related context can be found for example in Greiner and Gregg’s [32] study on the adoption of conservation practices by Australian farmers or in the above-mentioned review by Liu et al. [20]. Furthermore, the framework has been developed iteratively so as to fit the range of factors (decision-making determinants) identified in the literature reviewed here. The right-hand part of the framework presented in Figure 1 refers to the link between different decisions made by farmers and soil management. In some cases, this link may be quite direct; for instance, when the decision regards ploughing or fertilisation. In other cases, however, the link may be rather indirect; for example, when the decision is about which type of tractor to buy. This framework will guide the analysis of the empirical literature surveyed here.

3. Data and Methods

3.1. Literature Review

The literature review has the aim to identify a comprehensive selection of empirical studies investigating factors that influence the decision-making of farmers in European countries. Due to the heterogeneity of the reviewed literature and workload constraints, we refrained from conducting a fully comprehensive systematic literature review. However, comparison with earlier reviews focusing on specific decision types (see Section 1) suggests that our selection is fairly representative and captures the largest part of the literature. Pragmatic considerations dictated geographic restrictions; we decided for the E.U. and neighbouring countries (particularly Switzerland) due to their common political, economic, and cultural background (the search also included all European countries except Russia and small states, such as San Marino or Andorra; however, no studies were found nor included from outside the E.U. and Switzerland). A combination of keywords (see Appendix A) was used to identify studies that match the three basic criteria: empirical studies (i) focusing on farmers’ decision-making (ii) in Europe (iii). The search string was applied to the Web of Science (All databases); all articles indexed by 10 September 2017 were included. A total of 308 publications matching the combination search terms was detected. In a second step, their abstracts were screened to exclude those that are not relevant for the purposes of this review. Reasons for exclusion and the frequency of their application in the screening process are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exclusion Criterion</th>
<th>Number of Excluded Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human/animal health/welfare</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-European</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No decision-making focus</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not empirical</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions clearly without link to soils</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covered in earlier publication(s)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (non-English, biology . . . )</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The application of the exclusion criteria to the abstracts reduced the number of relevant studies to 117; of those, 3 were not accessible. The remaining 114 studies were then subjected to full-text analysis; during this process, another 27 studies were found to be irrelevant so that the final analysis is based on a total of 87 studies. Table 2 summarises the information extracted and coded from the publications included in the literature review. In addition to matching behavioural factors with the categories of the conceptual framework, we follow Floress et al. [33] in distinguishing between actual decisions (‘behavior’ in their nomenclature) and hypothetical decisions (‘willingness or intent’). Where possible, we linked the decision-making problem to soil pressures based on Vogel et al. [10]: tillage, crop rotation, fertilization, pest control, irrigation, and compaction/traffic. Both decision types and influencing factors were grouped into generic categories for the purposes of further analysis.
Table 2. Description of information extracted from reviewed studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Description</td>
<td>Running number for each study, in chronological order according to Web of Science</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Authors of the study (short)</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Year of publication</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Title of publication</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal</td>
<td>Journal of publication</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOI</td>
<td>Digital Object Identifier (if available)</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Decision Context**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production type</th>
<th>Type of agricultural production (livestock, food, biomass, multiple *)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production type specific</td>
<td>Specification of 'Production type'</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture type</td>
<td>Type of agriculture (conventional, organic, multiple *)</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil pressure</td>
<td>Soil pressure type related to the decision studied, if applicable</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>Region of study according to publication</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country code</td>
<td>ISO 3166-1 Alpha-2 code</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time period</td>
<td>Time when study was conducted according to publication</td>
<td>Integer (ranges)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Latest year of 'Time period'</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>Number of farmers or farms studied</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>Additional remarks pertaining to study</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Behavioural Factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Method applied in study</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical background</td>
<td>Theoretical background of study (if explicitly mentioned)</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive</td>
<td>Decision-making factors identified in study were inductively derived (versus: were preformulated as hypothesis, i.e., deductive)</td>
<td>YES/NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justification of relevance</td>
<td>Explicit relation to a specific societal challenge (e.g., sustainability, climate change, bioeconomy)</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>Individual decision-making factor (generalised where possible)</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework category</td>
<td>Relation of the factor to a category of the conceptual framework</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>Statistical significance of the factor in study, if applicable</td>
<td>YES/NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision type specific</td>
<td>Type of decision analysed in study</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision type</td>
<td>Categorised type of decision</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual decision</td>
<td>Decision analysed was actual (behaviour) versus hypothetical (intention/willingness)</td>
<td>YES/NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction of influence</td>
<td>Factor facilitating ('positive') or counteracting ('negative') behaviour under study, if applicable</td>
<td>Positive/negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>Further information about the factor or its link to decision, incl. specification of 'Factor' where necessary</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 'multiple' includes unknown (it is assumed that if no explicit information is provided, no distinction was made in the study design).

Except for some descriptive statistics, the analysis of the 87 empirical studies is largely qualitative, other than, for example, Prokopy et al.’s [22] meta-analysis of the determinants of agricultural best management practices. The reasons for this are twofold. First, many of the studies analysed are themselves qualitative and little or no quantitative data pertaining to the question at hand could be derived from them. Second, the range of types of analysis in terms of disciplinary and theoretical background is very large, which means that a qualitative synthesis is more sensible. This means that it
is impossible, on the basis of our analysis, to estimate the relative strength of the different factors in
determining decision-making behaviour.

3.2. Bibliometric Analysis

Because of the diversity of the literature reviewed, it is worthwhile to review general patterns
that connect or divide this body of literature. For such purposes, tools of bibliometric analysis are
useful. In this paper, we use VOSviewer, Leiden University, The Netherlands [34] to visualise some
basic patterns of relationship among the publications included in our review. The visualisations are
based on the ‘full records and citations’ from Web of Science for all 87 reviewed publications.

4. Literature Review Results

4.1. Bibliometric Results

The choice of journals can be used as an indicator of the disciplinary background of studies.
In total, articles from 48 different journals entered our survey. As can be seen in Figure 2, the most
widely represented journals (with at least two articles in the review) include interdisciplinary (Land
Planning and Management, Outlook on Agriculture, to some extent also Ecological Economics),
economic (Journal of Agricultural Economics, Ecological Economics, Agricultural Economics—Czech),
sociological (Journal of Rural Studies, Sociologia Ruralis), and applied ethics (Agriculture and Human
Values) journals. The large category of ‘others’ contains further journals from above-mentioned
disciplines, but also from agronomy, ecology, geography, management, and psychology.

Despite this disciplinary diversity, there are many bibliographic links within the reviewed body
of literature (Figure 3). The most widely cited study is Morris and Potter’s [35] pioneering analysis
of the adoption of AESs by U.K. farmers (15 citations within the reviewed corpus). The colours in
Figure 3 indicate clusters identified by VOSviewer on the basis of cross- and co-citations [36]: the red
cluster consists mainly of discrete choice experiments (CE) on AES participation; the dark blue cluster
are predominantly economic (but non-CE) studies of AES participation, while sociological studies with
the same (AES) focus form the green cluster.

Figure 2. Distribution of publications across journals.
Figure 3. Cross-citations between publications included in review.
4.2. Descriptive Results

In this section, the main descriptive results of the review are summarised. With respect to the geographic distribution of the studies analysed, most were conducted in the large E.U. countries U.K., Germany, France, Spain, and Italy; among the smaller countries, Denmark, Greece, Belgium, Sweden, and The Netherlands are particularly well-represented (Figure 4). It is striking that eastern E.U. member states are heavily under-represented in this literature, despite of or maybe due to their relatively late accession to the E.U., offering an interesting context for decision-making analysis.

Figure 4. Distribution of studies across countries.

Most studies included in the review were conducted and published post-2008 (Figure 5); for 23 studies, no time frame was reported.

Table 3 matches categories of the conceptual framework with factors (decision-making determinants) identified in the review. It mainly illustrates the diversity of factors within each category and not the frequency with which each category was present in the studies analysed, as some factors were analysed only once or twice, while others were analysed in multiple studies each. The most frequently analysed factors were: economic considerations (analysed 55 times), pro-environmental attitude (36), age (34), education (28), farm size (27), entrepreneurial attitudes (21), perception of the problem (20), symbolic capital (18) (note that the term symbolic capital is used rather loosely here and does not correspond perfectly to its more specific use in the Bourdieu-inspired literature [29,37,38]; rather, here it encompasses all notions of perception by others, be it peers or customers or the general society), income-dependency on farm (16), and past experience (16). Note that some studies analysed some factors in more than one variant; for example, economic considerations were studied in 47 studies, but those generated 55 results for this factor.
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Most studies included in the review were conducted and published post-2008 (Figure 5); for 23 studies, no time frame was reported.

Figure 5. Temporal distribution of studies.

Table 3. Factors identified in review and framework categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework Categories</th>
<th>Factors Identified in Review</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective characteristics of farm</td>
<td>Accessibility of parcels, availability of resources, environmental conditions, farm diversification, farm location, farm profitability, farm size, on-farm technologies, own land of special interest, reduction farm activities, share of non-family labour, successorship, tenure, type of agriculture, var. farm characteristics, yield</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective characteristics of farmer</td>
<td>Age, agricultural training, education, farming experience, gender, health, household size, income, income-dependency on farm, marital status, parent, past experience, path dependency, previous training</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural characteristics</td>
<td>Attitude towards regulatory framework, awareness, beliefs, conservativeness, entrepreneurial attitudes, environmental awareness, general attitudes, identity, knowledge, lifestyle, loss aversion, peer orientation, perception of the problem, pro-environmental attitude, risk aversion, satisfaction, situational stress, symbolic capital, trust, values, vocation</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-institutional environment</td>
<td>Advisory services, availability of information, dealers/representatives, local authorities, social capital, social norms</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic constraints</td>
<td>Availability of credit, availability of labour, economic considerations, financial stress</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision characteristics</td>
<td>Availability of advice, availability of leisure, bureaucratic load, collective participation, complexity of measure, context-specificity, contract length, contract specifications, measure efficacy, eligibility for further funding, environmental effects of measure, fit with existing legal restrictions, fit with existing practices, flexibility of contract, investment needs, labour intensity, monitoring, product quality, purpose of measure, self-employment</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The factors listed in Table 3 have been analysed in the studies included in our review in a number of different decision-making contexts. Figure 6 depicts the frequency of decision types within the body of literature. The most frequent decision types are participation in AES, choice of management (for instance, choice of pest control measures, decision between mowing and grazing, timing of manuring), local conservation (non-AES adoption of environmentally friendly management), (adoption or abandonment of) organic farming, adaptation to climate change, and water use choices (for instance irrigation) (see also Table 4).
The decisions analysed in each study can be linked in some instances to soil pressures. The most frequent soil pressures are fertilization and pest control; however, since hardly any study had a specific focus on soil management, most decisions analysed had only an indirect link to soil and thus affected multiple soil pressures (Figure 7).

Table 4 presents an overview of all decision types identified, the methods applied for each decision type, and the studies that analysed it. The frequency of each method class can be found in Figure A2 in Appendix B. In 54 studies, actual decisions were analysed, while 40 focused on hypothetical decisions (7 studies did both).
### Table 4. Overview of decision types, methods applied, and studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision Type</th>
<th>Methods Applied</th>
<th>Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance of cross compliance</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey</td>
<td>Davies and Hodge [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption of renewable energy production</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey, interviews, focus groups</td>
<td>Convery et al. [40], Reise et al. [41], Tate et al. [42], Warren et al. [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of management</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey, interviews, choice experiment, role-playing game</td>
<td>Bager and Proost [44], Mary et al. [45], Macé et al. [46], Ingram [47], Barnes et al. [48], Wright and Jacobsen [49], Papadopoulou [50], Sharma et al. [51], Morgan-Davies et al. [52], Pedersen et al. [53], Barnes et al. [54], Beharry-Borg et al. [55], Karekalis et al. [56], Damalas and Koutroubas [57], Jaeck and Lifran [58], Lamarque et al. [59], Bechini et al. [60], Macgregor and Warren [61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of machinery</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>Foxall [62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change adaptation</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey, interviews, choice experiment</td>
<td>Holloway and Ilbery [63], Pröbstl-Haider et al. [64], Urquijo and De Stefano [65], Li et al. [66], Woods et al. [67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversification</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey, interviews</td>
<td>Hansson et al. [68], Morris et al. [69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entering a new market</td>
<td>Interviews, questionnaire survey</td>
<td>Ambrosius et al. [70], Demartini et al. [71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental behaviour</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey</td>
<td>Vogel [72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General decision-making</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey</td>
<td>Celio et al. [73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal wildlife killing</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey</td>
<td>Cerri et al. [74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment decision</td>
<td>Internet-based experiment</td>
<td>Hermann et al. [75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job change</td>
<td>Choice experiment</td>
<td>Lips et al. [76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local conservation</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey, interviews</td>
<td>Beedell and Rehman [77], Kristensen et al. [78], Busck [79], Herzen and Mikk [80], Sattler and Nagel [81], Lokhorst et al. [82], Mills et al. [83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic farming</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey, interviews, duration analysis, Bayesian modelling</td>
<td>Kirner et al. [84], Kallas et al. [85], Mzoughi [86], Tiffin and Balcombe [87], Mann and Gairing [88], Power et al. [89], Karali et al. [90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in agri-environment schemes (AESs)</td>
<td>Choice experiment, questionnaire survey, interviews, contingent valuation</td>
<td>Potter and Gasson [91], Morris and Potter [35], Wilson [92], Wilson and Hart [14], Vanslembrouck et al. [93], Waflord [94], Mathijs [95], Söderqvist [86], Wossink and van Wenum [97], Hounsome et al. [98], Ruto and Garrod [99], Christensen et al. [100], Lapka et al. [101], Broch and Vedel [102], Buckley et al. [103], McKenzie et al. [104], Schroeder et al. [105], Van Herzele et al. [106], Wynne-Jones [107], Karali et al. [90], Alló et al. [108], Lienhoop and Brouwer [109], Micha et al. [110], Villanueva et al. [111], Franzén et al. [112], Sardaro et al. [113], de Krom [114], Josefsson et al. [115], Schreiner and Hess [116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in cooperative</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>Gasson [117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in greening</td>
<td>Choice experiment</td>
<td>Schulz et al. [118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk management strategies</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey</td>
<td>van Winsen et al. [119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialisation</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>Ilbery [120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water use</td>
<td>Contingent valuation, questionnaire survey</td>
<td>Menegaki et al. [121], Bakopoulou et al. [122], Giannoccaro and Berbel [123]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further results can be found in Appendix B.

### 5. Discussion

Given the large number of decision-making contexts, investigated factors, and methodological approaches, we will focus in the discussion on pointing out particularly strong results and particularly interesting ones (which, of course, will be based on a significant amount of subjective evaluation of which results are interesting) in the literature focused on European cases. However, Figure 8 provides a more general overview by highlighting the most frequently studied (considered in at least 9 publications, i.e., 10 or more percent of the overall 87 studies) decision-influencing factors and their significance.
It is immediately recognizable where the research gaps are located. Particularly, no decision-influencing factor of the category ‘social-institutional environment’ has been studied in 10 or more studies, the cut-off number for Figure 8.

The most frequently studied factor is, as already mentioned in the Results section, economic considerations (47 studies). In this broad category, various notions of changes in prices and costs as well as general considerations related to financial restrictions and monetary incentives related to the decision at hand are included. In line with the classic findings by Wilson and Hart [14], economic considerations have a rather strong influence on decision-making across studies, with only two studies finding this factor to be non-significant: Micha et al. [110] found that financial considerations do not influence farmers’ willingness to participate in a subsidy scheme for organic vine growing; and in Lamarque et al.’s [59] innovative study of mountain grassland farmers, distance-related costs had no significant influence on their hypothetical decisions. Overall, however, the observation is quite robust across studies: economic considerations have a significant influence on all manner of decisions made by farmers. Given that farmers are, among other things, entrepreneurs, this is not surprising. In fact, it should be more interesting to see what other factors are influential, especially if they can be expected to counteract the effects of economic considerations on farmers’ decision-making.

Another frequently studied group of factors was demographic characteristics of farmers, particularly age (29 studies) and education (26 studies). Here, the results are mixed, with similar numbers of significant and non-significant studies. This is very much in line with the results of the excellent study by Burton [18], who provides a number of possible explanations for the seemingly contradictory results across different studies. In contrast, another demographic characteristic—gender—has been studied much less frequently (nine studies); here, too, both significant...
and non-significant effects have been found (four and five times, respectively). While most farmers in Europe are male [124], the proportion of women in the agricultural working force ranges between 30 and 50 percent in most E.U. countries, so if women behave differently than men, as some of the studies analysed here indicate [86,108,112,121], it would be interesting to understand why this is the case, especially given the societal dynamics towards more equal representation of genders across sectors.

Farm size is another quite frequently studied decision-influencing factor (27 studies). We find 14 studies where farm size is a significant determinant (10 non-significant), showing mostly a positive influence on decision to participate in AESs [93,96,97,105,108], to participate in cooperatives [117], impacting pesticides use and pest management [50,51], and the willingness to adopt renewable energies [42]. Although economies of scale and space to try new options might be the key for the implementation of new practices, several studies found no clear link of farm size to factors such as adoption of organic farming [87], renewable energies [42], climate adaptation [67] or local conservation measures [82], cross compliance [39], participation in AES [95,112,116] or in CAP greening [118], or regarding the specialization on hop [120], indicating that farmers’ decisions are not merely correlated with or dependent on the available field size in the European context.

Behavioural factors have been studied quite intensively, with pro-environmental attitude and entrepreneurial attitudes being the most frequently studied ones (33 and 17 studies, respectively). Interestingly, the effect of a pro-environmental attitude on decision-making has been consistently significant in most studies, which is a striking result as compared to the well-known attitude–behaviour gap found in studies of consumers [125]. This may be due to the fact that farmers generally have a more direct influence on the environmental effects of their behaviour than consumers; moreover, in the E.U. they are provided with incentives to live up to their attitude (organic farming payments, agri-environmental and climate measures, etc.). On the other hand, Tiffin and Balcombe [87] found no significant effects of pro-environmental attitude, measured by the membership in an environmental organisation, on the adoption of organic farming. Many studies in this context employed qualitative methods, so they do not report significant effects in the statistical sense. However, the qualitatively identified effects of pro-environmental attitude are consistently pointing towards pro-environmental behaviour: it plays a role in the participation in AES [35,90,106], counters incentives to abandon organic farming [84], and has positive influence on more general environmentally friendly on-farm practices [54,77,83].

In contrast to pro-environmental attitude, entrepreneurial attitudes—particularly the classic distinction between productivist and post-productivist attitudes [126], but also more general attitudes towards the goals of farming (e.g., purely profit-oriented versus ‘landscape stewardship’ versus production of healthy food)—have very different effects on decision-making. Significant influences have been found regarding decisions to participate in AESs in environmentally sensitive areas [92], but against AESs related to field margin or in animal-welfare programmes [97,116]; by tendency in disfavour of adopting organic farming [87,89], yet positively related to adopting renewable energies [42] as well as investing in a hog barn [75]. However, several insignificant results are documented, too, related to participation in country stewardship schemes and in field margin programmes as part of AESs [95,97], to acceptance of cross compliance [39], or on adoption of integrated crop protection or organic farming [86–88]. Further studies investigated the role of entrepreneurial attitudes related to decisions on intercropping [45], manure management [48], switching to biomass production [40], and generally on diversification of business [69]; however, without clear generalisable conclusions. The diversity of the factor makes it difficult to conclude; yet a notable degree of entrepreneurial spirit seems to be a potential trigger of farmers’ behaviour to explore and adapt to new practices.

Symbolic capital is a notion developed in the context of Pierre Bourdieu’s sociological theory of capital(s) and has been much discussed in the context of farming [29,37,38]; here, we use this term in a broader sense, encompassing any considerations by farmers that are related to how they are perceived by others: be it farmer colleagues, consumers, or the general public. There is partly a strong similarity...
between this factor and ‘entrepreneurial attitude’, as in both cases one’s self-image as a farmer plays a strong role. The results here are mixed, partly because of the large differences in what was measured specifically, from the importance of ‘clean fields’ [53] to ‘farm image’ [14], but also the influence of ‘symbolic capital’, for example on participation in AESs, depends strongly on which type of image is important to the farmer. However, it seems that overall symbolic capital has some influence on farmers’ decision-making, though this influence varies depending on context.

One of the few factors with a consistent effect across studies is past experience (usually in the context of participation in AESs): farmers who already once participated in a scheme or measure are more likely to participate in similar schemes or measures in the future. This statistical effect finds strong support and thorough sociological explanation in the recent study by Riley [29], who re-interviewed participants of an older study regarding AES participation after circa 10 years to find that they had grown accustomed to the scheme and developed an understanding for its rationale and an identification with it. However, this of course does not answer the question of how farmers can be incentivised to join such schemes and measures in the first place, i.e., how individual path dependencies may be best overcome [46].

Another rather strong and important factor is ‘goodness of fit’, both in terms of fit with existing management practices and fit with legal obligations. Particularly, the former dimension has multiple aspects; of course, easily implemented measures are preferred by farmers, as they minimise effort [106]. However, oftentimes the measures discussed in the studies simply did not fit the orientation of the farmers’ activities; for instance, in Warren et al.’s [43] study of willingness to introduce short-rotation coppice, an important obstacle was that many interviewed farmers focused on animal husbandry, not arable farming. On the positive side, in Bechini et al.’s [60] study, the incorporation of crop residues to improve soil quality appeared to be attractive where burning of the residues was prohibited, thus restricting the space of alternative options. Overall, it appears that goodness of fit is consistently influential for farmers’ decision-making, a result that has some intuitive appeal. This is particularly important for the design of policy instruments meant to incentivise sustainable management practices (see next section).

Institutional economics suggests that property rights are a very important determinant of resource management [127]; therefore, it is often assumed that tenure status is an important factor influencing decision-making behaviour of farmers [22,128]. However, the results in this respect are rather mixed, with significant and non-significant effects found equally frequently. The literature on the relationship between tenure prices and land rents resulting from CAP direct payments demonstrates that the effects of tenure are much more complex than simple economic models suggest [129]; similar complexity can be expected in the context of their influence on farmers’ decision-making. Therefore, we can only repeat Prokopy et al.’s [22] 10-year-old call for more research in this area.

There are a number of factors that have been studied only in very few studies each, some of which appear potentially highly relevant and interesting. In what follows, we briefly comment on a few such factors that deserve more research attention as they are potentially relevant for governance:

**On-farm (adoption of) technologies**: given that precision (or smart) farming is increasingly considered an important option that may help achieve more sustainability in farming generally [130] and in agricultural soil management specifically [8], the lack of insights into how on-farm adoption and use of technologies, both agricultural and general-purpose (for instance broadband internet), interacts with decision-making is bothering and an important research gap. In one of the few studies in this context, Morris et al. [69] found a relationship between use of technologies (decision-support systems, broadband internet, farm website) and diversification of and beyond farm activities.

**Advisory services**: Knowledge and information are preconditions to action. Surprisingly, we found only a few studies on the role of advisory services. Even more surprising is that we do not find a clear link but again a mixed picture related to the significance of the impact on farmers’ decision-making, for example to facilitate best management practices, new ideas, and new technologies [44,47,70,83,116]. Bager and Proost [44] illustrate that advice as a voluntary measure to influence farmer behaviour can
be effective alongside compulsory regulation by supporting farmers in the search and readiness for new technical solutions and through influencing farmers’ priorities and attitudes. It is noteworthy that the efficacy is linked to habits of interaction, for example a tradition of strong study groups as found in the Netherlands. Ingram [47] emphasises that group activities with empowerment and reorientation are a more effective form of advice than mere provision of information, while also pointing out that the advisor’s motivations and values play a key role. Mills et al. [83] point out that advisory services will be effective only if they cope with the heterogeneity of farmers’ beliefs and values. Hence, more research is needed to understand the effective co-creation of credible and trusted partnerships enabling a co-production of knowledge and understanding [47,83].

**Bureaucratic load:** as agriculture in the E.U. (and most OECD (Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development) countries) is heavily regulated and farmers are highly dependent on CAP direct and other payments [131], the bureaucratic load can be expected to play a major role in decision-making, particularly with respect to voluntary participation in measures such as AESs or organic farming [14,84,90,99,100,118]. Curiously enough, studies of the actual extent of bureaucratic work as part of overall farm-related workload seem to be non-existent; the few available studies of time allocation by farmers focus on allocation between on-farm and off-farm labour [132,133]. Relatedly, there has been little research so far on the attitude of farmers towards their own subsidy-dependence, though some indications can be found scattered in the literature that subsidy-dependence is met with discontent [69,107].

**Social capital, social norms, peer orientation:** we already discussed above the broad and diverse influence of ‘symbolic capital’ on farmers’ decision-making. A related set of so far understudied factors are social capital, social norms, and peer orientation. These are difficult-to-capture factors that may, however, have large relevance for decision-making. The extent to which farmers have social networks [73,108,116], how open they are to those [95], and the type of norms and how they respond to them [83] are important influences on on-farm decision-making. Particularly, in the face of movements such as community-supported agriculture [134], it is no longer only relationships towards other farmers and advisors that are relevant, but also social interactions with consumers gain increasing importance.

**Risk aversion:** there is a growing literature on the opportunities to alleviate (downside) risk involved in agricultural practices not only by means of financial instruments but also management practices that increase biodiversity [135–138], and while there are studies on the influence of risk and risk aversion on farmers’ decision-making, with rather consistent results indicating that risk plays a large role, there is still much need for further investigation, including specifically in the context of biodiversity-increasing management practices.

One striking result of our literature review is that there are hardly any studies of farmers’ decision-making behaviour that can be clearly linked to soil management and soil pressures. This is also reflected in the under-representation of particular decision types. For instance, the already mentioned issue of adoption of technologies, particularly choice of machinery—so crucial in the context of smart farming [130]—is vastly understudied. In our selection of studies, only Foxall’s [62] 1979 study of tractor choice was explicitly devoted to this topic. Bukchin and Kerret’s [139] recent literature review suggests which ‘personal resources’ (behavioural characteristics in our nomenclature) influence technology adoption. While the authors transfer these findings to the adoption of ‘green technologies’ by farmers, there is a need for more empirical research specifically targeting farmers’ decision-making in this context. It is striking that decisions for specific machinery have not been examined despite an increasing practitioners’ debate on more flexible tools to cater to smaller field owner requirements [8].

Another area that deserves more investigation is climate change adaptation: climate change is increasingly affecting European agriculture, with significant consequences for example in terms of soil moisture [140,141]. How European farmers adapt to climate change and what influences their decisions in this context is still a largely open question. Soils and their management play a major role...
in this context [142]. More generally, farmers’ willingness to diversify and engage in non-farming activities, to go beyond traditional farming identities exemplified by the figure of ‘good farmer’ [28], thus overcoming path dependencies, enlarging individual option space, and possibly also contributing to making agricultural landscapes more multifunctional [143] is currently not well-understood.

Inevitably, due to challenges in optimizing the search string for the literature review, some literature might have been missed in our analysis. For instance, Prager and Posthumus [17] include some relevant studies not covered by our review (we thank a reviewer for pointing this out); their overall results, however, are largely consistent with ours.

6. Implications for Soil Governance

The main message of the literature corpus reviewed and synthesised above is probably not very surprising: economic constraints are an essential determinant of farmers’ decision-making behaviour. However, economic constraints are not all there is, and this is a highly important insight. It means that a sole focus on economic factors in designing soil governance instruments can lead to inefficiencies; if, for instance, an AES provides significant remuneration, but ignores cultural opposition to the thus incentivised practices, it may be necessary to offer an inefficiently high payment in order to overcome cultural barriers and achieve a sufficient coverage by the scheme. However, if the cultural opposition (or other non-economic factors present) is tackled directly in an appropriate way, the cost of the governance instruments need not be inefficiently high. For this, however, there is a general need for information about both economic and non-economic factors that are determinants of farmers’ decision-making in terms of their distribution among target populations for policy and governance so that targeted instruments can be designed.

Specifically, in our review, we have identified multiple relevant factors that influence farmers’ decision-making alongside prices, (opportunity) costs, and financial incentives. These factors should be taken into account in designing agri-environmental policy instruments both in the context of soils and beyond. Not all of them are equally relevant for governance purposes, of course. For instance, empirical results across studies show the importance of demographic factors [19], but these are a datum that cannot be easily influenced. Knowledge of their importance has mainly the role of informing which farmer groups may be targeted differently and how, but the age structure or gender representation among farmers can hardly be affected by means of agri-environmental policy (though, of course, there are attempts to influence these factors in a more long-term way by means of other types of social and agricultural policy, for example through payments to young farmers within the CAP).

Conversely, the significant influence of pro-environmental attitudes on farmers’ decision-making suggests an avenue for fostering sustainable soil management. Although attitudes are not easily influenced, approaches targeting them—for instance, by means of education, information provision, exchange with other farmers (field days etc.)—can be used to support the effect of other types of incentives, including economic instruments. Recent psychological research provides crucial insights into how attitude change is triggered by, for instance, social media and social networks [144]. This research shows, among other things, that the influence of peers (‘buzz agents’) is large and has already been harnessed in both marketing and public policy.

One important result of our review, particularly in the context of soil management, is the decisiveness of ‘goodness of fit’. Soils are highly heterogeneous and multifunctional, which makes generic governance solutions potentially ineffective. Thus, context-specificity and spatial explicitness of instruments are generally required in soil governance. This insight is strengthened by the widespread observation that farmers prefer adopting measures that are consistent with their own status quo activities; understandably, they prefer incremental changes in practices rather than large-scale, uncertain overhauls. This suggests that on top of being context-specific, soil governance instruments should be flexible so as to allow for step-by-step adaptation of practices.

In the previous section, we discussed a number of interesting but understudied factors influencing farmers’ decision-making. Three of those appear to be particularly relevant from the point of view of
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(soil) governance. First, there is the role of extension services and agricultural/agronomic advisors. The vast diversity of advisory services available to farmers and the complex interactions between the two groups suggest that their role in facilitating sustainable practices, including sustainable soil management, should be carefully considered [47,83,145]. Innovative formats, such as collaborative extension services that bring together farmers with potentially different perspectives (note the link to the above discussion of fostering pro-environmental attitudes), may have particularly large potential in this respect [44], but there is a need for more research into the role of advisory services. Second, many existing agricultural policies lead to a significant bureaucratic load faced by farmers. However, modern technological developments, such as precision farming and the thus generated data, may lower this load if the information currently provided by farmers could be generated, stored, and transmitted (semi-)automatically and with higher precision [130,146]. Furthermore, this and the technologies involved may allow us to make soil governance instruments more context-specific and spatially explicit, for instance by overcoming the measurement and attribution barriers that have so far largely prevented the adoption of result-oriented AESs [147,148]. Third and relatedly, use and adoption of technologies is a highly understudied issue, which, however, is highly important against the background of the opportunities offered by precision farming and related technological developments for soil management and governance.

7. Conclusions

Effective, efficient, and legitimate natural resource and agri-environmental governance requires a thorough understanding of the natural system in as much as flexibility to adjust rules and (formal) institutional settings to new knowledge. One element to leverage governance is the knowledge of the behavioural characteristics of the involved actor groups. In this paper, we focused on sustainable governance of agricultural soils and on farmers as the group with the most direct relationship to this particular resource. In our synthesising analysis of existing empirical studies of farmers’ decision-making, we found that while economic constraints and incentives are very important in this context, other factors also have significant effects. Particularly strong and consistent effects have been found for pro-environmental attitudes, goodness of fit, and past experience. Conversely, we found mixed results for demographic factors and symbolic capital. We also identified a number of interesting yet understudied factors, including adoption of technologies, advisory services, bureaucratic load, risk aversion and social capital, social norms, and peer orientation. These are factors that are potentially highly relevant for soil governance, particularly against the background of recent technological developments, but robust empirical evidence is still missing (though existing studies give hints at the possible effects). From those results we derived implications for governance, which boil down to the main message of the paper, namely that the non-economic factors influencing farmers’ decision-making should not be easily brushed aside, as their consideration in combination with economic factors may well improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and legitimacy of soil governance.
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Appendix A

Search term combination:
TITLE: ((decision* OR adoption OR behavio* OR involvement OR participat* OR accept* OR practice* OR willingness* OR preference* OR response*) AND farmer*) AND TOPIC: ((“q method*” OR “q-method*” OR delphi OR interview* OR “focus group*” OR “group discussion*” OR experiment* OR survey OR participatory OR questionnaire* OR workshop* OR “case stud*”) AND (Europ* OR Portug* OR Spain OR Spanish OR France OR French OR Ireland OR Irish OR “United Kingdom” OR Brit* OR Engl* OR Wales OR Welsh OR Scot* OR Belg* OR Dutch OR Netherland* OR Holland OR Swiss OR Switzerland OR German* OR Ital* OR Austria* OR Denmark OR Danish OR Norw* OR Swed* OR Finland OR Finnish OR Icel* OR Poland OR Polish OR Czech OR Slovak* OR Sloven* OR Lithuan* OR Latvi* OR Eston* OR Hungar* OR Croat* OR Serb* OR Bosn* OR Bulgar* OR Romania* OR Moldav* OR Moldova OR Ukrain* OR Belarus* OR Greek OR Greece OR Cypr* OR Malt* OR Macedon* OR Makedon* OR Montenegro* OR Alban* OR Andor* OR Luxemburg* OR Lichtenstein*)).

Appendix B

Further information from literature review:

Figure A1. Production systems analysed.

Figure A2. Methods used.
Figure A3. Cross-citations between journals (journals with minimum 2 articles).

Figure A4. Factors belonging to different conceptual framework categories over time.

Table A1. Methods versus conceptual framework categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods/Categories</th>
<th>Interviews</th>
<th>Questionnaire Survey</th>
<th>Choice Experiments</th>
<th>Contingent Valuation</th>
<th>Workshops</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective characteristics of farm</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective characteristics of farmer</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural characteristics</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-institutional environment</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic constraints</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision characteristics</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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